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Abstract
In recent years, deep learning has redefined algorithms
for detecting cardiac abnormalities. However, many state
of the art algorithms still rely on calculating handcrafted
features from a given heart signal that are then fed into
shallow 1D convolutional networks or transformer architectures. We propose ACQuA (Anomaly Classification with
Quasi Attractors), a task agnostic algorithm that can be
used in a wide variety of cardiac settings, from classifying
cardiac arrhythmias from ECG signals to detecting heart
murmurs from PCG signals. Using theorems from dynamical analysis and topological data analysis, we create informative attractor images that 1) are human distinguishable
and 2) can be used to train small, off the shelf deep neural
networks for anomaly classification. We receive an official
challenge score of 0.433 (263/305) for murmur classification and a score of 12616 (208/305) for outcome classification. In addition to competing in the George B. Moody
Challenge 2022, we evaluate our model on the CinC 2017
Challenge data that tasks practitioners to classify cardiac
arrhythmias from ECG signals. On the CinC 2017 Challenge data, we improve upon the winning F1 scores by approximately 14% on the hidden validation data.

1.

quasi-attractor. Instead, we input images of the quasiattractor into a ResNet model to automatically extract the
most relevant features for classification. As our model is
general framework for signal classification, we test our
model on two common tasks: cardiac arrhythmia classification from ECG signals and murmur detection from
PCG signals. Although ACQuA performs poorly in detecting murmurs from PCG signals in the George B. Moody
Physionet 2022 Challenge, our model outperforms several
top baselines for cardiac arrhythmia classification from the
CinC/Physionet 2017 Challenge data. The remaining sections of our paper will discuss 1) the data pre-processing
and pre-training steps, 2) detail our quasi-attractor imaging methods, 3) specify model hyperparemeters, and; 4)
present results for murmur detection and cardiac arrhythmia classification. We conclude our paper with a thorough
analysis of the success and failure cases of ACQuA.

Introduction

Improving methods for cardiac murmur detection can
both improve patient care and reduce the economic burden
that untreated cardiac abnormalities place on the healthcare system. Traditional approaches to cardiac arrhythmia classification and murmur classification input handcrafted features of a ECG/PCG signals into a deep learning architecture- typically a transformer or 1D-CNN. We
propose a novel approach that identifies cardiac abnormalities using the quasi-attractor of an ECG/PCG signal. The
quasi-attractor of a signal is the approximate set of steady
states that the underlying dynamical system governing the
signal converges to over time. Analysis of quasi-attractors
is widely used for time-series classification and forecasting in dynamical analysis. However, current analysis of
quasi-attractors requires an expensive post-processing step
that involves calculating features of the geometry of the

Figure 1. Illustration of the ACQuA model pipeline. Cardiac signals recorded at different locations are converted to
images through PCA on an attractor imaging analysis and
fed into a custom ResNet architecture.

2.

Methods

2.1.

Pre-Processing & Pre-Training

Given the interpatient variability of cardiac rhythms and
the inherently noisy nature of cardiac signals, several pre-

Figure 2. Sample quasi-attractor images for present, absent and unknown murmur classes from George B. Moody 2022
Challenge data. Note, that we represent stack the channels to create a single RBGA image from the different auscultation
locations.
processing steps are required. Firstly, we apply a lowpass
butterworth filter to remove low frequency noise from the
signal. Next, we re-sample the signal to a frequency of
1000Hz and lastly, we normalize bounds such that the signals are contained in the interval [0, 1].
The CinC 2017 challenge data contains 8,528 ECG signals recorded on an AliveCor device which generates a
single channel ECG signals for a patient. There are four
classes present in the CinC 2017 data: Normal, AFib,
Other and too noisy to be classified. Given the relatively
large size of the dataset and the fact we can use a singlechannel ResNet architecture, we can train ACQUA with no
additional pre-training steps.
For the George B. Moody PhysioNet 2022 Challenge,
we pre-trained ACQUA on the CinC 2016 Challenge data.
The CinC/PhysioNet 2016 data contains 3,126 heart sound
recordings from a single auscultation location and tasks
challengers to determine whether or not a murmur is
present in the recording. In order to pre-train ACQuA on
the CinC 2016 data, we have to input a stack of 5 duplicates
of the model since the patients in the George B. Moody
PhysioNet 2022 Challenge data can have up to five PCG
recordings obtained from different locations.

2.2.

Attractor Imaging

Time-Delay Embeddings are the most commonly
used method for quasi-attractor reconstruction.
Let
{x0 , x1 , ..., xN } be a collection of points sampled from a
real-valued function f at equal intervals. We define the
time-delay embedding of f centered at x0 , to be the following set of points contained in R M :
{[x0 , x1 , ..., xM −1 ], [x0+τ , x1+τ , ..., xM −1+τ ], ...,
(1)
[x0+z? ·τ , x1+z? ·τ , ..., xM −1+z? ·τ ]}
where M denotes the embedding dimension, τ denotes
+1
c. We use b·c to dethe time delay and z ? = b N −M
τ

note the floor function. The generalized Taken’s Embedding Theorem [1] states that there exists a choice of M
and τ such that the time-delay embedding is sampled from
a smooth manifold diffeomorphic (i.e. there exists an isomorphism between the two smooth manifolds) to the true
attractor of the underlying system. Therefore, the quality
of the time-delay embedding is dependent on the choice of
hyperparameters M and τ .
Currently, there is no definitive way of choosing optimal parameters M and τ when creating time-delay embeddings. The most common practices for choosing M and τ
are determined by either autocorrelation or mutual information methods to choose τ and false nearest neighbor algorithms to choose M [2]. However, many authors naı̈vely
select M = 3 and τ = 1 which may not capture the true
dynamics of the underlying system. The time-delay embedding more accurately models the true attractor of the
dynamical system when the embedding dimension is chosen to be larger than or equal to the length of the period of
the underlying system [3].
For the CinC2017/CinC2022 Challenge data, we set
M = 45, 60, respectively, and τ = 1. These parameters have been determined by performing small-scale experiments by altering M and τ . Using an embedding dimension greater than 3 requires further techniques to make
attractor imaging tractable. Kim et al. [4] prove that performing PCA on time-delay embeddings reduces topological noise that can otherwise alter the geometry of the quasiattractor. After obtaining the time-delay embedding of an
ECG signal, we perform PCA to reduce the dimension of
the quasi-attractor to 2. We create attractor images for every lead present in the data and stack the image tensors
before inputting them into a ResNet-18 model where each
lead corresponds to an input channel.

2.3.

Model Details

We use a ResNet-18 model to perform image classification on the quasi-attractor images of both PCG and ECG

Figure 3. Sample quasi-attractor images for ECG signals for the Normal, AFib, Other and Noise classes from the
CinC/Physionet 2017 challenge data.
signals. The ResNet family of models is a commonly used
architecture in image classification and has achieved stateof-the-art results in several computer vision tasks. The
residual skip connections that give ResNet its namesake
offer a significant advantage over traditional 2D CNNs
as ResNet allows for the training of deeper networks and
mitigates the impact of vanishing gradients. We select a
ResNet-18 architecture to keep our model computationally efficient and mobile. We train our model using binary cross entropy loss for 50 epochs with a learning rate
of 0.001 and a batch size of 40. Note that we create an
attractor for each of the 5 possible auscultation location.
Before inputting the images into ResNet-18, we stack the
signal lead tensors so that each one corresponds to an input channel in the network. We modify Resnet-18 to accept more than 3 (typically the red, blue, and green pixels) channels. If a patient is missing a recording from a
given location, we pad the tensors with an image of all
0s. Both the murmur classifier and the outcome classifier
share weights of the ResNet image encoder and the overall model is trained with an evenly-weighted joint training
objective. Figure 3 illustrates the ACQuA model architecture used in the George B. Moody 2022 challenge. For
the CinC/Physionet 2016 Challenge data, the AliveCor device produces a single channel image, grayscale image–
simplifying the overall model architecture. Namely, for
the CinC/Physionet we use a one channel version of the
ResNet-18 model used in our ACQuA model pipeline.

3.

Results

In this section, we report both ACQuA’s performance
on the George B. Moody Challenge validation data and
ACQUA’s performance on the CinC/Physionet 2017 Challenge. Given that the CinC 2017 Challenge test data is
not publicly available, we report average F1 scores on the
validation data and compare results with the top three papers from the challenge. Figure 4 details our results on the
George B. Moody 2022 Challenge.
Table 5 demonstrates the efficacy of ACQuA in detecting and diagnosing cardiac arrythmias from a single channel. Our method improves upon the 2017 winner by ap-

Task
Score Ranking
Murmur Classification 0.433 263/305
Outcome Classification 12616 205/305
Figure 4. Results of ACQuA on the George B. Moody
2022 Challenge.

Zabihi et. al. [5]
Datta et. al. [6]
Hong et. al. [7]
ACQuA

Normal
90.49
91.00
92.04
99.66

AFib Other
79.43 75.64
79.00 77.00
86.92 80.68
98.95 98.46

Noise
61.11
−
81.56
100

Avg. Score
81.85
−
85.30
99.27

Figure 5. CinC/Physionet 2017 Challenge F1 scores on
the validation data.
proximately 14% with our model scoring a perfect 100%
F1 on the Noise class where many of the top performing
algorithms struggle to exceed an F1 score of 81.56%.

4.

Discussion

In this paper we present our novel pipeline ACQuA:
Anomaly Classification with Quasi Attractors. ACQuA
is a flexible framework that can be applied to a variety
of classification tasks from diagnosing cardiac arrhythmias from ECG signals and detecting heart murmurs from
PCG signals. In addition to competing in the George B.
Moody 2022 Challenge, we evaluate our methods on the
CinC/Physionet 2017 challenge.
The performance of our algorithm differs wildly depending on the task. On the CinC/Physionet 2017 challenge data, ACQuA improves upon the winning algorithms
by an average F1 score of approximately 14%, however,
our model performs rather poorly on identifying murmurs
from PCG signals in the George B. Moody 2022 Challenge. We hypothesize that the discrepancy in the performance between the two tasks is due to the following factors: 1) the number of training/pre-training samples, 2) a
lack of consistency in the number of ascultation location

recordings, and; 3) high inner-class variability in quasiattractors obtained from PCG signals.
The backbone of ACQuA is a ResNet-18 model with
approximately 16-million parameters. Given the number
of parameters in the ResNet-18 model, training ACQuA
to detect heart murmurs from heart sounds obtained from
942 patients is extremely challenging. Pre-training with
the CinC/Physionet 2016 Challenge data (3,126 recordings) did lead to an increase in performance, however, we
had to make several adjustments in order to re-format the
challenge data to be input into our ACQuA architecture.
The CinC/Physionet 2016 Challenge data contains heart
sounds from a single location where the George B. Moody
2022 Challenge data contains up to five different locations
for a single patient. In order to pre-train our model, we had
to input 5 duplicate signals into each of the 5 channels of
the ResNet-18 Model. Meaning that in the course of pretraining each channel received information from a variety of different auscultation locations, however, in training
on the 2022 data each input channel received information
from a single auscultation location. Namely, during training channel 1 only receives heart sounds obtained from the
pulmonary vale, channel 2 only receives recordings from
the aortic valve and so on. We experimented with concatenating signals from every auscultation location obtained
for a patient into a single signal and then computing the
quasi-attractor, however, we were unable to evaluate our
method on the hidden validation data due to errors in our
code.
Investigating quasi-attractor images created from PCG
signals vary wildly within class labels. Given the complexity of murmur representations in quasi-attractor images, a
wealth of data would be needed for our model to ascertain
patterns between quasi-attractor images where a murmur
is present and images where a murmur is absent. A large
part of the success of ACQuA in cardiac arrhythmia classification is due to the uniqueness of the quasi-attractor
images between different arrhythmia types and the interpatient consistency within each class.

5.

Conclusion

In this paper we present a novel architecture, ACQuA
(Anomaly Classification with Quasi-Attractors) for classifying cardiac abnormalities. Our approach leverages advances in image classification for the purpose of effectively classifying cardiac time-series signals. We used both
the CinC/Physionet 2017 data and competed in the George
B. Moody 2022 challenge to evaluate the efficacy of our
model in identifying arrhythmias from an AliveCor device and in detecting the presence of heart murmurs from
PCG recordings. Results show one successful use case
(ECG classification) and one unsuccessful use case (Murmur identification) of pipeline. We propose a few rea-

sons for the performance differential in Section 4, however,
more work is needed to investigate the reasons behind the
discrepancy in performance between ECG and PCG classification tasks. Although our model performed poorly on
the murmur identification and outcome classification tasks
present in the George B. Moody 2022 challenge, ACQuA
excels in cardiac arrhythmia classification. More work is
needed to determine which features of a task allow our approach to succeed; we are excited by future research in this
direction as well as identifying other tasks that can benefit
from quasi-attractor image classification.
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